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Executive Summary
This demonstrator report accompanies the second version of the customisation infrastructure and
components. It provides an overview of the components contained in this second version, and provides
links to the YDS Help Desk, which provides related documentation. With respect to the first version, the
provided set of components have been evolved, both on the axis of enhancing provided functionality
and on the axis of new components, in order to satisfy the requirements of the pilot applications and
to follow the data model and the repository APIs offered by WP3. The second version of the platform
customisation infrastructure and components builds upon the previous version along various
dimensions:
1. The personalisation services have been employed by some of the components, such as the
Workbench, the search suggesters, and the user guidance offered by the applications through
wizard-like interfaces.
2. The set of the provided components has been expanded with new components, such as new
types of plots and data visualisations. All components have been enhanced with new
functionalities and have been adapted to follow the evolution of the data model, and the
requirements of the pilot applications and the YDS platform.
3. Components have been developed that exploit Apache Solr (as exposed by WP3) for performing
various analytics.
4. Help Desk: The documentation of the components has been updated, all code is hosted in
GitHub, re-using the ticketing and issue tracker offered by the GitHub platform.
5. Components now support the full lifecycle of the pilot applications, from search to story-telling.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
This task (T4.2) is responsible for the design and development of the re-usable components that will be
used by the YourDataStories (YDS) pilot applications (defined in T4.3) and the YDS platform (integrated
by WP5). These components will consume the APIs offered by the Open Data Repository (T3.2) in order
to provide an abstraction layer over the repository and its API details, offering components that
concentrate on what should be done instead of how to perform the desired function. The provided set
of components is the central element for building applications on top of the YDS platform, either
applications for implementing the YDS pilots, or third-party applications.
The second release of the platform customisation and components has extended the set of provided
components over the previous release (including new types of visualisation components, story-telling
and commenting components, exporting and embedding facilities, etc.), has added new features to
existing components, and has followed the evolution of the data model and repository API, applying
the necessary modifications in order to adapt the components and support the new offered capabilities.

1.2 Approach for Work Package and Relation to other Work Packages and
Deliverables
The primary focus of the fourth work package is to provide the needed infrastructure for supporting
the development of application on top of the YDS platform, and to provide a set of applications for
supporting the implementation of the YDS pilots. This deliverable describes the infrastructure for
supporting the development of application on top of the YDS platform, which has been implemented
as a library of re-usable components and services, within Task 4.2. The set of applications for supporting
the implementation of the YDS pilots is described in deliverable D4.7. The components that are
described in this deliverable, can be classified into the following categories:
1. Personalisation: These components provide personalisation services, and have been
implemented around the PServer and PersonalAIz platforms. It relies on the access control and
identity management layer (item 5 on this list), and it is consumed by the visualisation
components and the pilot applications (Task T4.3, described in D4.7)
2. Visualisation components: The fact that the visualisation of data is an important element of the
YDS solution is reflected in this category, which contains a large number of components (more
than 30). Almost every visual element of the YDS pilot applications can be attributed to a
component from this category. The components of this category implement a presentation layer
that sits on top of the APIs provided by the Open Data Repository (Task T3.2, described in D3.10),
offering functionality that spans from search to plotting. This presentation layer is consumed by
the pilot and third-party applications, (Task T4.3, described in D4.7).
3. Service Market Place infrastructure: This layer implements the YDS marketplace, where
components, services and applications are published.
4. Help Desk Infrastructure: This subtask is concerned with the YDS Help desk, providing
documentation and guidance to developers for developing applications on top of the YDS
platform.
29/12/2016
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5. Access Control and Identity Management System: This subtask implements the user
authentication and authorization support. It does not rely on other components and is
consumed by components, services and applications.
1.2.1 Updates with respect to deliverable D4.3
The second version of the platform customisation infrastructure and components builds upon the
previous version along various dimensions:
1. The personalisation services have been employed by some of the components, such as the
Workbench, the search suggesters, and the user guidance offered by the applications through
wizard-like interfaces.
2. The set of the provided components has been expanded with new components, such as new
types of plots and data visualisations. All components have been enhanced with new
functionalities and have been adapted to follow the evolution of the data model, and the
requirements of the pilot applications and the YDS platform.
3. Components have been developed that exploit Apache Solr (as exposed by WP3) for performing
various analytics.
4. Help Desk: The documentation of the components has been updated, all code is hosted in
GitHub, re-using the ticketing and issue tracker offered by the GitHub platform.
5. Components now support the full lifecycle of the pilot applications, from search to story-telling.

1.3 Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable
The topics in the deliverable can be considered to be sectioned according to their functionality,
mirroring the sub-tasks in WP4 definition. The structure of the deliverable is organised as follows:





Section 2 presents the general architecture of the second version of the platform customisation
infrastructure and components, organised according to provided functionality and intended
usage.
Section 3 provides an overview of the available components, along with summarised
implementation details and links to the YDS platform documentation (YDS Help Desk).
Section 4 provides some future directions regarding the development of the platform
customisation infrastructure and components during the last year.
Finally, section 4 concludes this document.

29/12/2016
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2 General Architecture
2.1 Problem scope
The YDS platform will cater for widely varying views on showing publicly available content. The platform
also needs to be comparatively easy to understand and re-use in pilot and third-party applications,
whilst still offering a way to scale up in the future. The infrastructure and components developed within
task T4.2 must support applications at various aspects of functionality, and especially with respect to
visualisation and searching, various aspects and interdependencies of the data must be supported.
The re-usability of components targets mainly developers, who will develop applications that embed
these components. Desired properties include the easiness to embed components in new applications,
easiness of configuration, and available documentation. As a result, covering the requirements of pilot
applications in a way that components are re-usable in third party applications, and documentation of
components through a reference and sample applications or tutorials play an important role in the
design and implementation of the second version of the customization infrastructure and components.

2.2 Architecture
The architecture of the second version of the platform customisation infrastructure and components is
organised around the notion of adding an abstraction layer on top of the APIs provided by the Open
Data Repository, provided by WP3. This abstraction layer aims to:




Reduce the time and complexity of consuming data. Applications can embed ready-to-be-used
components, instead of consuming the APIs directly, transform the data and visualise them.
Provide an authentication layer that controls access to the data.
Enhance performance, through caching of data.

The general architecture of the second version of the platform customisation infrastructure and
components is shown in Figure 1.

29/12/2016
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Figure 1: The general architecture of the 2nd version of the platform customisation infrastructure and components.

The architecture can be decomposed into three main layers. The first layer is the access control and
identity management, which controls the access to the data provided by the data repository. The
second layer consists from components and services that relate to personalisation, the visualisation of
data, components related to search, and components that show information (i.e. the number of
contracts, the details/properties of a resource, etc.), implement filters, graphical rule definitions, etc.
Finally, the third layer contains compound components that use components from the previous layers,
to form more complex components that can be exploited in applications. Examples for this third layer
are the story telling component, which is an editor that can embed items from the basket/library of the
user, or the workbench, which allows a user to create custom plots.

2.3 Implementation
Almost all of the components aimed to be embedded in applications are written in JavaScript, and
distributed under an open source license (Apache 2.0) from GitHub1. They require no installation the
caller has to just include the JavaScript files in order to use the components2. In this category belong all
components that relate to visualisation, search, information (Figure 1), along with the workbench and
story editor components. Components that provide services (like the personalisation and basket
1
2

YourDataStories visualisation components: https://github.com/YourDataStories/components-visualisation.
The components documentation is available at: http://dev.yourdatastories.eu/YDS-docs/Components.

29/12/2016
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components) are developed in Java, and distributed as Docker containers. Their installation instructions
are the same as the ones contained in deliverable D4.3 (section 2), describing the first version of the
platform customisation infrastructure and components. Finally, the help desk and marketplace, which
are not intended to be included in third-party applications, have been implemented in PHP, on top of
the Drupal CMS system3.

3

Drupal CMS: https://www.drupal.org/.

29/12/2016
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3 Overview of components
3.1 Personalisation Infrastructure and Components
The personalisation infrastructure and components have been implemented upon the infrastructure
delivered on the first version of the components, the Personalisation Server (PServer) and the
PersonalAIz Platform, described in deliverable D4.3 (section 2). The second version of components
provide personalisation services to the rest of the YDS platform, and applications use these
personalisation services through the YDS components they embed. No direct access is provided to
external developers and third-party applications through a public API.
3.1.1 Sources of information
PersonalAIz makes recommendations based on information gathered from the following sources:
1. The user basket/library: The elements that are added to the YDS basket/library for each user
are considered as more significant that the ones that are not placed into the basket. The basket
supports the addition of visualisations and pieces of data, which are search results.
2. The search components: The searches that had led to search results that have been added to
the basket, are monitored.
3. Ratings on visualisation components: Each visualisation component is associated with a rating
system, where the user can rate the usefulness of each pre-configured visualisation.
4. The Workbench application: The parameters of the custom plots created with the help of the
Workbench application are monitored.
3.1.2 Types of recommendation
The sources of information are combined with the user types, in order to create personalised
suggestion services. Currently, three user types have been defined:
1. Journalists: This type of users is considered as having a particular interest in the data, possibly
wanting to analyse them from various aspects in order to discover patterns, irregularities, etc.
2. Public Servants: This type of users is considered as being more interested in monitoring
resources such as public construction works.
3. Citizens: Citizens are considered as being more interested on what is happening close to them,
such as construction works and problems in their local area.
The personalisation infrastructure performs suggestions in the following areas:
1. Pre-configured visualisations on the Workbench, based on what other users have plotted.
2. Suggested searches.
3. Guidance in using the YDS applications.

29/12/2016
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3.2 Visualisation Infrastructure and Components
3.2.1 Visualisation
This category contains components that visualise data, with the help of various chart widgets, such as
bar, pie, line charts, tables, maps, heatmaps, bubble charts, etc. The visualisation components retrieve
data through suitable API endpoints offered by the Open Data Repository (WP3), visualise this data,
and provide facilities like exporting the data and the visualisation in various formats, and saving the
data or visualisation to the user’s basket/library for further re-use (i.e. include the visualisation in a
story inside the story editor). All visualisation components support their embedding in HTML through
automatically generated suitable code for embedding. In the following screenshot (Figure 3), several of
the available visualisation components have been highlighted:

Figure 2: A screenshot of the YDS platform, showing a “dashboard” application, with some visualisation components
highlighted.

29/12/2016
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The visualisation components are written in JavaScript, with code and documentation stored in GitHub.
The documentation is also available in the help desk of the YDS platform, at
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/YDS-docs/Components/components/visualization
and
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/YDS-docs/Components/components/visualization-advanced.
3.2.2 Search
This category contains components that relate to search, including entry fields for accepting user input,
support suggestions, user interfaces for designing more complex rules, filters, and search results
presentation. In the following screenshot (Figure 3), several of the available search components have
been highlighted:

Figure 3: A screenshot of the YDS platform, showing a search application, with some search components highlighted.

The search components are written in JavaScript, with code and documentation stored in GitHub. The
documentation is also available in the help desk of the YDS platform, at
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/YDS-docs/Components/components/search
and
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/YDS-docs/Components/components/tabbed-search.

29/12/2016
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3.2.3 Information
This category contains components that display information, including components that display a single
piece of information (like aggregates, showing the number of tenders of a contract, or the total number
of entities/amounts involved in a visualisation), components that support custom plotting and support
the workbench application, components that support the user basket/library, components that support
the social dimension of YDS (like components for commenting, managing alerts and visualising feeds of
news/blogs/tweets). In the following screenshots (Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6), several of the
available information components have been highlighted:

29/12/2016
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Figure 4: A screenshot of the YDS “playground” application, showing a TED contract, with some information
components highlighted.

29/12/2016
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Figure 6: A component showing “related” items to a
resource.

Figure 5: The “basket” items component.

The information components are written in JavaScript, with code and documentation stored in GitHub.
The documentation is also available in the help desk of the YDS platform, at
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/YDS-docs/Components/components/general-purpose
and
http://ydsdev.iit.demokritos.gr/YDS-docs/Components/components/social.

29/12/2016
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3.3 Service Marketplace
The YDS Market Place provides a list of components and services that are created using the YDS facilities
and data. It provides developers, businesses and independent users the mechanism to find existing or
upload new services that have been created based on YDS offerings. The second version of the Market
Place contains a categorisation of services and components which can be searched online and viewed
in full details by users. Registered users can also post their services/components by providing a
predefined set of information which will help others use the respective service/component.
A moderation process is foreseen for the second version of the Market Place. Registration and posting
of a new service/component are available with no restrictions, but publishing to the Market Place has
to be approved by a YDS moderator which will check for the validity and soundness of the offered item.
A demonstration of this component is accessible through the following URL:
http://platform.yourdatastories.eu/marketplace.

3.4 Help Desk
The role of the YDS Help Desk is to provide the required documentation and resources to both
developers and consumers of the YDS components and services. It is accessible through the YDS Web
Applications (described in deliverable D4.7), and contains four main sections: A Frequently Asked
Questions (F.A.Q.)4 section, a discussion forum5, a question answering facility6, and the
documentation7.

3.5 Access Control and Identity Management System
The access control and identity management system is based on the mechanisms provided by Drupal 8.
Users are classified in three predefined categories (Journalists, Public Servants, Citizens), in order to
facilitate personalization services, while authentication services are exploited for various operations
offered by the pilot applications and the YDS platform, such as the basket/library where visualisations
and results sets are stored, the story-telling application which provides a personalised “timeline of
stories”, or the application that can generate alerts based on user-specified triggering rules.

4

http://platform.yourdatastories.eu/help-desk-faq.
http://platform.yourdatastories.eu/forum.
6
http://platform.yourdatastories.eu/questions/all.
7
http://dev.yourdatastories.eu/YDS-docs/.
8
Drupal CMS: https://www.drupal.org/.
5

29/12/2016
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4 Next Steps
The second release of the customisation infrastructure and components has focused on providing all
the needed components to support the pilot applications in order to implement their full lifecycle, from
search to story-telling. During the last year, development will continue to support the pilot applications,
following the evolution of the data model and the open data repository, and following the evolution of
the pilot applications themselves, as they adapt to satisfy the user requirements. Thus, set of
components is expected to expand on the same two axes as the second version: enhanced functionality
of existing components, and new components to support potential new functionality. Finally, existing
components are expected to become more “visually polished” and stable, due to feedback we will
receive from YDS platform users.

29/12/2016
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5 Conclusion
This deliverable has presented an overview of the second version of customisation infrastructure and
components, which is the outcome of work performed in the context of task T4.2, of work package
WP4. The provided set of components have been evolved, both on the axis of enhancing provided
functionality and on the axis of new components, in order to satisfy the requirements of the pilot
applications and to follow the data model and the repository APIs offered by WP3.
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